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Abstract In this paper, we will generalize some results in Manin’s paper
m
[1] to the supergeometric setting. More
precisely, viewing C1|1 as the boundary of the hyperbolic superspaceH3|2, we reexpress the super-Green functions
on the supersphere Ĉ1|1 and the supertorus T 1|1 by some data derived from the supergeodesics in H3|2.
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1 Introduction
Let K be a number field, and OK be the ring of integers of K . The choice of a model XOK of a smooth algebraic
curve overK defines an arithmetic surface over Spec(OK). A closed vertical fiber ofXOK over a prime p ∈ OK is
given byXp, the reduction mod p of the model. The completion X̄OK ofXOK is achieved by adding to Spec(OK)
the archimedean places represented by the set of all embeddings α : K →֒ C. The Arakelov divisors on the
completion X̄OK are defined by the divisors on XOK and by the formal real combinations of the closed vertical
fibers at infinity. However, Arakelov geometry does not provide an explicit description of these fibers, and it
prescribes instead a Hermitian metric on each Riemann surface XC for each archimedean prime α. The Hermitian
geometry on each XC is sufficient to develop an intersection theory on the completed model. For example, the
intersection indices of divisors on the fibers at infinity are obtained via Green functions on XC
l
[2].
The missing structure in Arakelov’s theory is the analog at the arithmetic infinity of the reductions modulo
powers of p of the closed fibers of XOK . In
m
[1], Yu. Manin planned to enrich Arakelov’s metric structure by
realizing such missing structure. Inspired by Mumford’s p-adic uniformization theory of algebraic curve
mu
[3], he
suggested to construct a differential-geometric object –a certain hyperbolic 3-manifold– playing the role of a model
at infinity. Roughly speaking, by choice of a Schottky uniformization, the Riemann surface XC is the boundary at
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the infinity of a hyperbolic 3-manifold described as the quotient of the hyperbolic 3-space H3 by the action of the
Schottky group Γ . Furthermore, Manin corroborated his suggestion by interpreting Arakelov Green functions in
terms of geodesic configurations on this space.
Along Manin’s pioneering work, there are several generalizations toward different aspects. The followings are
some interesting progresses on this topic.
– A. Werner generalized Manin’s approach to higher dimensional cases
w
[4]. Namely, she interpreted certain
Archimedean (non-Archimedean) Arakelov intersection numbers of linear cycles on Pn−1 with Riemannian
symmetric space associated to SL(n,C) (Bruhat-Tits building associated to PGL(n)).
– Although when Manin’s work was published, one did not yet discover various novel dualities in string theory,
from the physical point of view, Manin’s perspective has a heavy flavor of AdS/CFT-correspondence since
Green functions are related to the quantum correlation functions of boundary CFT
s
[5] and geodesic config-
urations are related to the classical bulk gravity with the cosmology constant. In the paper
mm
[6], Yu. Manin
and M. Marcolli considered certain hyperbolic 3-manifolds as analytic continuations of the known Lorentzian
signature black holes (e.g. BTZ black hole, Krasnov black hole), and they demonstrated that the expressions
for Green functions in terms of the geodesic configurations in the above hyperbolic 3-manifolds can be nicely
interpreted in the spirit of AdS/CFT-correspondence.
– In the paper
cm
[7], C. Consani and M. Marcolli consider the case of an arithmetic surface over Spec(OK) with the
fibers of genus g ≥ 2. They defined a cohomology of the cone of the local monodromyN at arithmetic infinity
which is related to Delinger’s archimedean cohomology and regularized determinants
de
[8]. And by Connes’
theory of spectral triples, they established a connection between such cohomology and the dual graph of the
fiber at infinity in terms of the infinite tangle of bounded geodesics in the hyperbolic 3-manifold.
In this paper, we will generalize Manin’s results to the supergeometric setting. The motivation is that in the
original AdS/CFT-correspondence coming from string theory, supersymmetries are the necessary ingredients both
appearing in the boundary and the bulk theories. Firstly, let us briefly collect some basic materials on geometry of
supermanifolds. More details can be found in
1,2,3
[9,10,11].
I. Supermanifolds. There are two approaches to define supermanifolds:
– Algebro-geometric definition: a supermanifoldMp|q of dimension p|q is a pair (M,OM ) consisting of a (Haus-
dorff and second countable) topological spaceM together with a sheaf OM of commutative superalgebras with
unity, such that
– there exists an open cover {Uα} of M , where for each α, OM (Uα) ≃ C∞(Uα)⊗ Λ(Rq),
– if NM is the sheaf of nilpotents of OM , then (M,OM/NM ) is isomorphic to (M,C∞(M)).
– Differential geometric definition: let Rp|q be a p|q-dimensional superspace over the real Grassmann algebra
Λ∞
R
, and endow Rp|q with the (non-Hausdorff) De Witt topology, then a supermanifold Mp|q is obtained by
gluing open sets of Rp|q via superdiffeomorphisms. Denote by ǫ0 the projection map onto the zero-order part
of the Grassmann algebra, and define an equivalence relation ∼ on the supermanifold: for x, y ∈Mp|q, x ∼ y
iff ǫ0(x) = ǫ0(y), then the space M =Mp|q/ ∼ is a p-dimensional C∞ manifold, called the body of Mp|q.
The two categories of supermanifolds defined by the above two different manners respectively are essentially
equivalent. However, the latter one is more geometric, so it is convenient to talk about the local coordinate
{XA}A=1,··· ,p;p+1,··· ,p+q = (x1, · · · , xp; θ1, · · · , θq) of Mp|q with x1, · · · , xp valued in the even part (Λ∞R )0
of the Grassmann algebraΛ∞
R
and θ1, · · · , θq valued in the odd part (Λ∞R )1. Hence it is accepted commonly by the
physicists. Therefore, we will adopt the second approach throughout this paper.




supermanifoldMp|q . The supermetric on Mp|q is a graded-symmetric even non-degenerate OM -linear morphism
of sheaves 〈•, •〉 : TMp|q × TMp|q → OM . Switching to of differential geometric point of view, one writes
the supermetric as g = dXA(AgB)BdX in terms of the local coordinates with BdX = (−1)|B|dXB . Then the




(−1)|D|CgD[DgA,B + (−1)|A||B|DgB,A − (−1)|D|(|A|+|B|)AgB,D].
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for any A. Super-Riemann curvature, super-Ricci curvature and super scalar curvature can be also easily general-
ized to supermanifolds by formulas
RDABC = −ΓDAB,C + (−1)|B|(|A|+|E|)ΓDEBΓEAC
+ (−1)|B||C|ΓDAC,B − (−1)|C|(|A|+|B|+|E|)ΓDECΓAB,
RAC = (−1)|B|(|A|+1)RBABC ,
R = RABg
AB.
Definition 1 1. A supermanifoldMp|q is called a (positive/ negative/ zero) Einstein supermanifold if it admits a
supermetric g = dXA(AgB)BdX such that the corresponding super-Ricci curvature satisfies the condition
RAB = cAgB
for a (positive/ negative/ zero) real number c.
2. A supermanifold Mp|q is called a (positive/ negative/ zero) Bosnic supermanifold if it admits a supermetric
g = dXA(AgB)BdX such that the corresponding super scalar curvature satisfies the condition that ǫ0(R) is a
(positive/ negative/ zero) real constant.
Next, in Sect. 2 we will consider the minimal supergeometric extension of some classical low dimensional hy-
perbolic manifolds, in particular, the supermetrics and super-volume forms invariant under certain Lie supergroups
are constructed. In Sect. 3, we will define the super-Green functions for super-Riemann surfaces, then viewing
C
1|1 as the boundary of the hyperbolic superspace H3|2, we reexpress the super-Green functions on the super-
sphere Ĉ1|1 and the supertorus T 1|1 by some data derived from the supergeodesics in H3|2. The main results of






















where P1 = (0, 0), P2 = (Z,Θ) are points in Ĉ
1|1, Q = (0, 0, 1; 0, 0) is a point in H3|2, and P̃12, Q̃ are also
points in H3|2 determined by P1, P2, Q.
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2. Viewing the supertorus T 1|1 as the boundary of H3|2/Γ̃ , where Γ̃ denotes the super-Poincáre extension Γ̃ of




























where Q = (q, Θ), P− = (1 − ρ;Θ), Qn = (1 − qnρ,Θ) and Qn− = (1 − qnρ−1, Θ) are all points lying on
the boundary of H3|2 with q = e2πi(τ+Θδ).
Some more related questions are worthy to be further studied. For example,
– we should consider the boundary supermanifold with the body as a higher genus Riemann surface, and con-




– we should add more odd degree of freedoms beyond the minimal supergeometric extension;
– we should give an interpretation of these Manin-type formulas from the viewpoint of AdS/CFT-correspondence
with supersymmetries as done in
mm
[6];
– we should consider similar problems for supergeometries of non-Archimedean version, and consider the rela-
tion with p-adic AdS/CFT-correspondence
gk
[13];
– we should consider the mathematical aspects of AdS/CFT-correspondence inspired by the Hyperbolic/Arakelov
geometry correspondence. In particular, we should provide an exact expression as the initial step;
– we should ask if the Manin’s model at the arithmetic infinity is replaced by P. Scholze’s perfectoid version of
hyperbolic 3-manifolds
pet
[14], how does the story go?
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2 Hyperbolic Superspaces
Let us consider the superspace Rp+1|2q endowed with a supermetric
ds2 = −dx20 + dz21 + · · ·+ dx2p + dθ1dθ2 + · · ·+ dθ2q−1dθ2q





















. The Lie supergroup preserving this supermetric is the or-
thosymplectic group
OSp(1, p|2q,R) = {X ∈ SMat(p+ 1|2q,R) : XstgX = g},
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in terms of the even parts labelled by subscript (0) and the odd parts







. A p|2q-dimensional hyperbolic total
superspace Hp|2q is defined as
H











∈ Rp+1|2q : HtgH = −1}.
The supergroupOSp(1, p|2q,R) acts obviously on (Hp|2q, ds2).
Proposition 1 Hp|2 can be identified with OSp(1, p|2,R)/OSp(p|2,R).




















, then x20 = 1 +
−→x ·



































































 into H . The isotropy
group of H0 is exactly the supergroupOSp(p|2,R) by the natural embedding. The claim follows. ⊓⊔
From now on, we work only with two odd dimensions, and we call such setup the minimal supergeometric









)2 − · · · ]
in the Grassmann algebra Λ∞
R





































2 = 1 and ǫ0(x′0) > 0, x
′
p + 1 also has an inverse
(x′p + 1)


















































In summary, enjoying the same supergeometry of the hyperbolic superspace Hp|2, we have three models
with supermetrics listed as follows, whose bodies are the corresponding models of usual p-dimensional hyper-
































∈ Rp+1|2 : HtgH = −1, ǫ0(x0) > 0} ds2 = −dx20 + dx21 + · · ·+ dx2p + dθ1dθ2
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We will focus on the cases of p = 2, 3, which admit richer structures. Firstly, when p = 2, H2|2 (the upper
half superplane model) can be made into a 1|1-dimensional complex supermanifold (and redenoted by CH1|1)
by introducing the complex coordinates (Z;Θ) for Z = ix0 + x1, Θ = iθ1 + θ2 with complex conjugates Z̄ =
−ix0+x1, Θ̄ = iθ2+θ1 satisfying the rules: •+ ∗ = •̄+ ∗̄, •∗ = ∗̄•̄. The superconformal changes of coordinates




a b αb − βa
c e αe− βc
α β 1 + βα

 ∈ OSp(1|2,C),
with ae− bc = 1 + αβ, via the super-Möbius transformations
Z 7→ Z ′ = aZ + b+ (αb − βa)Θ








Θ 7→ Θ′ = αZ + β + (1− αβ)Θ








The following proposition collects some important properties of CH1|1 with respect to the super-Möbius transfor-
mations. For the convenience of the readers, we give a brief proof of these properties, more details can be found in
u,uy,sm,mmm
[15,16,17,18].
Proposition 2 1. Assume Γ ∈ OSp(1|2,R), and Let
Y = Im(Z) +
1
2
ΘΘ̄ = x0 − θ1θ2,
then under the super-Möbius transformations,




cZ + e+ (αe − βc)Θ.
Hence ǫ0(Y





1 − 2(θ1dθ2 − θ2dθ1)dx0 + 2(θ2dθ2 + θ1dθ1)dx1 + 4(t− 2θ1θ2)dθ1dθ2
x20 − 2x0θ1θ2
, (2.1) ss












Moreover, this supermetric makes H2|2 into a negative Einstein supermanifold.
Proof The supermetric (
ss












(dZdZ̄ − iΘdZdΘ̄ − iΘ̄dΘdZ̄ − (2Y +ΘΘ̄)dΘdΘ̄),
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The super-volume form dSVol =
√
|Sdet(AHB̄)|dZdZ̄dΘdΘ̄ = dZdZ̄dΘdΘ̄2Y is OSp(1|2,R)-invariant.
To show the OSp(1|2,R)-invariance of the given supermetric, we firstly note that the super-Möbius transfor-
mations are generated by the following transformations
T1 : (Z,Θ) 7→ (aZ + b, Θ),







T3 : (Z,Θ) 7→ (Z − αZΘ,Θ + αZ),
T4 : (Z,Θ) 7→ (Z − βΘ,Θ + β).
Therefore, we only need to check the invariance under Ti, i = 1, · · · , 4, which can be done easily. ⊓⊔
Next we consider the case of p = 3. One takes
H3|2 = {(x, y, t; θ1, θ2) : x, y, t ∈ (Λ∞R )0, ǫ0(t) > 0, θ1, θ2 ∈ (Λ∞R )1}
as the subspace of
CH2|2 : {(Z, T ;Θ1, Θ2 : Z, T ∈ (Λ∞C )0, Θ1, Θ2 ∈ (Λ∞C )1, ǫ0(Im(T )) > 0},
and then one introduces
Z̃ = x+ iy + jt (or Z̃ = Z + jT ),
Θ̃ = jθ1 + θ2 (or Θ̃ = jΘ1 +Θ2),










where the imaginary unit j satisfies j2 = −1, ij + ji = 0. The OSp(1|2,C)-transformations on CH2|2 can be
obtained by the super-Poincáre extension of those on H2|2. More precisely, replacing Z by Z̃ and Θ by Θ̃ in the
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previous super-Möbius transformations, we get the transformations
Z 7→ (aZ + b+ (αb − βa)Θ2)(cZ + e+ (αe − βc)Θ2)|cZ + e+ (αe − βc)Θ2|2 + |cT + (αe − βc)Θ1|2
+
(aT + (αb − βa)Θ1)(cT + (αe − βc)Θ1)
|cZ + e+ (αe − βc)Θ2|2 + |cT + (αe − βc)Θ1|2
,
T 7→ (1 + αβ)T + (αb − βa)Θ1(cZ + e+ (αe − βc)Θ2)|cZ + e+ (αe − βc)Θ2|2 + |cT + (αe − βc)Θ1|2
− (αe− βc)Θ1(aZ + b+ (αb − βa)Θ2)|cZ + e+ (αe − βc)Θ2|2 + |cT + (αe − βc)Θ1|2
,
Θ1 7→
(αd− βc)T + (1− αβ)Θ1(cZ + e+ (αe − βc)Θ2)
|cZ + e+ (αe − βc)Θ2|2 + |cT + (αe − βc)Θ1|2
− (αe − βc)Θ1(αZ + β + (1− αβ)θ2)|cZ + e+ (αe − βc)Θ2|2 + |cT + (αe − βc)Θ1|2
Θ2 7→
(αZ + β + (1− αβ)Θ2)(cZ + e+ (αe − βc)Θ2)
|cZ + e + (αe− βc)Θ2|2 + |cT + (αe − βc)Θ1|2
+
(αT + (1− αβ)Θ1)(cT + (αe− βc)Θ1)
|cZ + e+ (αe − βc)θ2|2 + |cT + (αe − βc)Θ1|2
.
The element Γ ∈ OSp(1|2,C) preserving H3|2 is called an R-element. The maximal super subgroup of
OSp(1|2,C) consisting of the R-elements is denoted by H.
Proposition 3 1. H3|2 can be equipped with an H-invariant supermetric such that it is a negative Einstein su-
permanifold.





)dxdydtdθ1dθ2 is an H-invariant super-volume form on H3|2.
Proof By super-Poincáre extension described above, the H-invariant and negative Einstein supermetric on H3|2
can be given by
ds2 =
dx2 + dy2 + dt2 − 2(θ2dθ2 + θ1dθ1)dx+ 2(θ1dθ2 − θ2dθ1)dt− 4(t− 2θ1θ2)dθ1dθ2
t2 − 2tθ1θ2
,






















































We can also consider the following supermetric
ds2 =
dx2 + dy2 + dt2 + 2(θ2dθ2 + θ1dθ1)dx− 2(θ1dθ2 − θ2dθ1)dt+ 4(t− 2θ1θ2)dθ1dθ2
t2 − 2tθ1θ2
.
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We calculate the corresponding super scalar curvature. In terms of X1 = x,X2 = y,X3 = t,X4 = θ1, X5 = θ2,
the nonzero super-Christoffel symbols are given by






, Γ 411 =
θ1
t2
, Γ 511 =
θ2
t2




















































, Γ 422 =
θ1
t2




























, Γ 433 =
θ1
t2









































Γ 345 = −Γ 354 = 2−
6θ1θ2
t
, Γ 445 = −Γ 454 =
θ1
t










, R13 = R31 =
θ1θ2
2t3




R15 = R51 =
3θ2
2t2











R34 = R43 =
θ2
2t2
, R35 = R53 = −
θ1
2t2







Therefore, the super scalar curvature reads
R = 2− 27θ1θ2
t
,
which means H3|2 can be made into a positive Bosonic supermanifold. ⊓⊔
As the end of this section, we mention another important 3|2-dimensional hyperbolic supermanifold, the su-
pergroupOSp(1|2,R) whose body is the non-compact Lie group SL(2,R) closely related to the BTZ black hole
in AdS3 gravity
mm,hh








































They satisfy the following (anti-)commutative relations:
[Li, Lj] = 2ǫijlη
klLl,
[Li, Qα] = (σi)αβQβ,
{Qα, Qβ} = 2(Cσi)αβLi,
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, C = (ǫαβ). Let Str denote the super-Killing form on osp(1|2,R),
then
Str(Li, Lj) = ηij , Str(Li, Qα) = 0, Str(Qα, Qβ) = −2Cαβ .
We parameterize the elements of OSp(1|2,R) by
g = exp (αL2) exp (λL3) exp (βL2) exp (θ1R1) exp (θ2R2) (2.2) 2
with α, β, λ ∈ (Λ∞
R
)0, ǫ0(α), ǫ0(β) ∈ [0, 2π),−∞ < ǫ0(λ) < +∞ and θ1, θ2 ∈ (Λ∞R )1, where R1,2 = 12 (Q1 ±
Q2).
The Lie supergroup OSp(1|2,R) can be endowed with the following pseudo-supermetric (where the phrase
"pseudo" means that the (Λ∞
R
)0-component gives rise to a pseudo-metric with signature (−1, 1, 1) on the body
manifold) invariant under the OSp(1|2,R) left-action and the SL(2,R)× SL(2,R) bi-action
ds2 = (1 + 2θ1θ2)(dα
2 + dλ2 + dβ2 + 2 cosh2λdαdβ)
+ (θ1 cosh 2β sinh 2λ+ θ1 cosh 2λ+ 2θ2 sinh 2λ sinh 2β)dαdθ1
+ θ1dβdθ1 − (θ1 sinh 2β + 2θ2 cosh 2β)dλdθ1
+ θ2(cosh 2β sinh 2λ− cosh 2λ)dαdθ2 − θ2dβdθ2
− θ2 sinh 2βdλdθ2 − (1− θ1θ2)dθ1dθ2,








1 + θ1θ2(1 + sinh
2 2β sinh2 2λ) − θ1θ22 sinh 4β sinh 2λ (1 + θ1θ2) cosh 2λ
− θ1θ22 sinh 4β sinh 2λ 1 + θ1θ2(1 + sinh
2 2β) 0







0 −2(1 + θ1θ2)
2(1 + θ1θ2) 0
)∣∣∣∣dαdλdβdθ1dθ2
=2(1 + 3θ1θ2) sinh 2λdαdλdβdθ1dθ2.
Indeed, with the given parametrization (
2
2.2), we have the current
g−1dg = eiLi + EαQα,
where
e1 = − cosh 2β sinh 2λdα− θ1θ2(sinh 2λ cosh 2β + cosh 2λ)dα







e2 = cosh 2λdα+ θ1θ2(sinh 2λ cosh 2β + cosh 2λ)dα







e3 = −(1 + θ1θ2) sinh 2β sinh 2λdα+ (1 + θ1θ2) cosh 2βdλ− θ2dθ1,
E1 = [θ1 − θ2
2















E2 = −[θ1 + θ2
2
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then the super-Killing form provides a pseudo-supermetric
ds2 = Str(g−1dg, g−1dg) = −(e1)2 + (e2)2 + (e3)2 + 2E1E2 − 2E2E1,
which obviously has the desired invariance.
The renormalized volume of a hyperbolic manifold is a quantity motivated by the AdS/CFT correspondence
and can be computed via certain regularization procedure
ks
[20].
Proposition 4 With respect to the above pseudo-supermetric,OSp(1|2,R) has the renormalized volume −24π2.


















































Γ (2)Γ ( z4 − 12 )






which gives the renormalized volume. ⊓⊔
3 Super-Green Functions and Supergeodesics
A super-Riemann surface S1|1 is a complex 1|1-dimensional supermanifold with the following properties in terms
of the local coordinate (Z;Θ)
3,mmm,cr,n
[11,18,21,22]
– (supercomplex structure) the transition functions are holomorphic:Z ′ = F (Z,Θ), Θ′ = Ψ(Z,Θ),




transforms homogeneously: D′ ∝ D.
More explicitly, the general form of transition functions reads













In other words, the extra structure on super-Riemann surface S1|1 is given by a 0|1-dimensional subbundle D of
the tangent bundle TX1|1 such that the following sequence is exact
0 → D → TS1|1 → D2 → 0.
There are three typical 1|1-dimensional super-Riemann surfaces with simply-connected bodies:
– the complex superplane C1|1;
– the super-Riemann sphere Ĉ1|1: covered by two open domains (in the De Witt topology) which are glued by
the transition functions
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– the upper half superplane CH1|1 discussed in the previous section.
The groups of superconformal automorphisms on Ĉ1|1 and CH1|1 are OSp(1|2,C)/{±Id} and
OSp(1|2,R)/{±Id}, respectively.
Proposition 5 Let S1|1 be a super-Riemann surface with a compact Riemann surface S of genus gS ≥ 2 as
the body of S1|1. Then the superconformal structure on S1|1 produces irreducible representations ρ : π1(S) →
SL(2,R) of the fundamental group π1(S) of S.
Proof Manin et al. have showed that the superconformal structure on S1|1 corresponds to a choice of the theta
characteristic on S, namely, a line bundle L over S satisfying L⊗2 ≃ Ω1S
sm
[17]. Then one can construct a bundle E
by the following extension
0 → L−1 → E → L→ 0.
The Higgs field φ ∈ H0(S,End(E) ⊗ Ω1S) is defined by the composition φ : E → L ≃ L−1 ⊗ L2 ⊂ E ⊗ Ω1S .
It is obvious that the line subbundle of E preserved by the Higgs field φ is exactly L−1, and deg(L−1) < 0 =
deg(E) when gS ≥ 2. Hence (E, φ) is a stable Higgs bundle over S, which yields an irreducible representation
ρ : π1(S) → GL(2,C) by Simpson correspondence
si
[23]. Obviously, the image of this representation lies in the
subgroup SL(2,R). ⊓⊔
Inspired by the definition of the classical Arakelov-Green function
l,s,we
[2,5,24], we propose the supergeometric
version as follows.
Definition 2 Let S1|1 be a super-Riemann surface with local coordinates {XA} = (Z;Θ). A triple (P, g,GP )
consisting of a fixed point P ∈ S1|1, a supermetric g = gAB̄dXAdXB̄ , and a superfunctionGP : S1|1 → (Λ∞R )0
is called a super-Green triple on S1|1 if it satisfies the following conditions:
– ǫ0(GP (Q)) ≥ 0 for any Q ∈ S1|1,
– writing GP (X) = G
(0)
P (Z) + (G
(1)




P (Z)ΘΘ̄ in the neighborhood centered at P =




logGP (X))dXB̄ coincides with g outside the singular locus of logGP (X),
– (ǫ0(P ), ǫ0(g), ǫ0(GP (X))) provides a classical Green triple on the body of S1|1.
In particular, the superfunction GP = logGP is called a super-Green function on S1|1 associated with the super-
metric g.
We first consider the super-Riemann sphere Ĉ1|1.









(1 + ZZ̄ +ΘΘ̄)2
((1 +ΘΘ̄)dZdZ̄ −ΘZ̄dZdΘ̄ + ZΘ̄dΘdZ̄ + (1 + ZZ̄ + 2ΘΘ̄)dΘdΘ̄), (3.1) 1
































1 + ZZ̄ +ΘΘ̄
.
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Proof We calculate the transformation of each summand with respect to the transition functions of Ĉ1|1
1 +ΘΘ̄
(1 + ZZ̄ +ΘΘ̄)2
dZdZ̄ 7→ 1






(1 + ZZ̄ +ΘΘ̄)2
dZdΘ̄ 7→ 1








(1 + ZZ̄ +ΘΘ̄)2
dΘdZ̄ 7→ 1






1 + ZZ̄ + 2ΘΘ̄
(1 + ZZ̄ +ΘΘ̄)2
dΘdΘ̄ 7→ 1
(1 + ZZ̄ +ΘΘ̄)2










Combining these results, the given metric is globally well-defined on the supersphere. ⊓⊔





(P, g,GP ) forms a super-Green triple on Ĉ
1|1.
To obtain the supergeometric analog of Manin’s result connecting Green function and geodesic, we need to
study the supergeodesics in the hyperbolic superspaces. The supergeodesic in CH1|1 with respect to the superme-
tric (
ss





























and the complex conjugated ones.
7 Proposition 7 Let P1 = (Z1, Θ1), P2 = (Z2, Θ2) be two points in CH1|1, then one can join P1 and P2 by
supergeodesics piecewisely.
Proof We have the following solutions for the supergeodesic equations:
– Type-I: when dZ
du
≡ 0, there is a solution
Z = c, Z̄ = c̄, Θ(u) = γu+ ζ, Θ̄(u) = γ̄u+ ζ̄ ,
for constants c ∈ (Λ∞
C
)0, γ, ζ ∈ (Λ∞C )1,
– Type-II: when dZ
du
6= 0, there is a solution
Z(u) = c1[tanhω(u+ u0) + isechω(u+ u0)] + c2, or ie
ω(u+u0) + c3,
Θ(u) = ξZ(u),
Z̄(u) = Z(u), Θ̄(u) = Θ(u),
for constants c1, c2, c3, ω, u0 ∈ (Λ∞R )0, and ξ ∈ (Λ∞R )1.
Firstly, we join P1 and P ′1 = (Z1, ξZ1) for some ξ ∈ (Λ∞R )1 by virtue of a supergeodesic GI described by the
type-I solution. The same argument as that for the classical geodesics implies that there exists a supergeodesic
GII described by the type-II solution such that it is parameterized by u with Z(u1) = Z1, Z(u2) = Z2 and
ǫ0(u) ∈ [ǫ0(u1), ǫ0(u2)]. Namely, GII joins the points P ′1 and P ′2 = (Z2, ξZ2). Finally, we join the points P ′2 and
P2 via a supergeodesic G′I described by the type-I solution.
The above proposition suggests the following definition.
16 Zhi Hu, Runhong Zong









)2du = ω(u2 − u1),
or defined by




Now we view Ĉ1|1 as the boundary of H3|2⋃{∞}. For two distinct point P1, P2 ∈ Ĉ1|1, one has an upper
half superplane CH1|1P1P2 = {(Z,Θ) : Im(Z) = t > 0} embedded in H3|2 such that P1, P2 lie on its boundary.
According to Manin’s approach, one joins P1 and P2 piecewisely with supergeodesics in CH1|1P1P2 as described in
the proof of Proposition
7
7. In particular, within these supergeodesics, the supergeodesic GII with a chosen constant
ξ for odd coordinates is denoted by {P1, P2}ξ. Let Q be another point in H3|2, then one intoduces
dQ(P1, P2) = d(Q,P
Q
12)











Q|t=0, PQ12 = PQ12|t=0. For two given pints P1 = (0, 0, 0; 0, 0), P2 = (x, y, 0; θ1, θ2) lying on the boundary of
H3|2 and Q = (0, 0, 1; 0, 0) ∈ H3|2, we have
PQ12 = (
x
2 + x2 + y2
,
y
2 + x2 + y2
,
√
(x2 + y2)(1 + x2 + y2)
2 + x2 + y2
;
xξ
2 + x2 + y2
,
yξ
2 + x2 + y2
),
hence
cosh dQ(P1, P2) = 1 +
( |Z|2+|Z|2 )















where Z = x+ iy. Consequently, we arrive at the following proposition.
8 Proposition 8 The super-Green function on Ĉ1|1 defined as in Corollary
d









with P2 = (Z;Θ).
The above approach is not sensitive to the odd coordinates. However, we can do some modifications for taking
the odd part into account. To achieve that, one introduces the superdistance functiond : CH1|1×CH1|1 → (Λ∞
R
)0,
which was firstly defined by physicists Uehara and Yasui
uy
[16], as follows
coshd(P1, P2) = 1 +
1
2
R(P1, P2)− 2r(P1, P2)
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where P1 = (Z1;Θ1), P2 = (Z2;Θ2) ∈ CH1|1, and
R(P1, P2) =




2Θ1Θ̄1 + i(Θ2 − iΘ̄2)(Θ1 + iΘ̄1)
4Y1
+
2Θ2Θ̄2 + i(Θ1 − iΘ̄1)(Θ2 + iΘ̄2)
4Y2
+
(Θ2 + iΘ̄2)(Θ1 + iΘ̄1)Re(Z1 − Z2 −Θ1Θ2)
4Y1Y2
for Yi = Im(Zi) +
ΘiΘ̄i
2 , i = 1, 2. It is easy to see that this superdistance function enjoys the properties
d(P1, P2) = d(P2, P1) = d(Γ · P1, Γ · P2)
for any Γ ∈ OSp(1|2,R) sm[17]. In our setting, the inputs are two given points P1 = (0; 0), P2 = (Z;Θ) lying on
the boundary of H3|2. Then in the upper half superplane CH1|1P1P2 , we join P1 and P2 by the supergeodesic G̃II














[1 + tanhω(u+ u0) + isechω(u+ u0)],
Z̄(u) = Z(u), Θ̄(u) = Θ(u),
with ǫ0(u) ∈ [−∞,+∞]. The point P̃12 ∈ G̃II determined by ǫ0(P̃12) = ǫ0(PQ12) is given by
P̃12 = (
|Z|
2 + |Z|2 +
√
1 + |Z|2















2 + |Z|2 )),




























































Aa a result, we obtain the following proposition.
9 Proposition 9 The super-Green function defined as in Corollary
d




for the points Q̃, P̃12 given as above.
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Next, we investigate the same problem for the supertorus. A supertorus T 1|1 = C1|1/Γ is defined as the
quotient of the complex superplane C1|1, with the coordinates (Z,Θ), by the supertranslation group Γ generated
by the transformations
T : Z 7→ Z + 1, Θ 7→ Θ,
S : Z 7→ Z + τ +Θδ, Θ 7→ Θ + δ,
where the pair (τ, δ) ∈ (Λ∞
C
)0 × (Λ∞C )1 with ǫ0(Im(τ)) > 0 is called the supermoduli of T 1|1
f
[25]. The Jacobi
theta function on the ordinary torus C/(Z+ τZ) is given by











(1− qn)(1− ρqn)(1 − ρ−1qn−1)
for ρ = e2πiZ , q = eπiτ , which satisfies
ϑ(Z + 1; τ) = −ϑ(Z; τ) = ϑ(−Z; τ),
ϑ(Z + τ ; τ) = −(ρq)−1ϑ(Z; τ).
As an analog, we have the super-theta function, which was firstly introduced by Rabin and Freund
f,ra
[25,26],
T (Z,Θ; τ, δ) = ϑ(Z; τ +Θδ),
then one easily checks the following proposition.
Proposition 10 The super-theta function satisfies the properties:
T (Z,Θ; τ, δ) = ϑ(Z; τ) +Θδϑ̇(Z; τ),
T (Z + 1, Θ; τ, δ) = −T (Z,Θ; τ, δ) = T (−Z,Θ; τ, δ),
T (Z + τ +Θδ,Θ + δ; τ, δ) = −(1− πiΘδ)q−1e−2πiZT (Z,Θ; τ, δ),
T ′(0, Θ; τ, δ) = −2πq 18
∞∏
n=1







where the symbols dot and prime denote the partial derivatives with respect to τ and Z , respectively.
Following the classical Arakelov-Green function on the usual torus
l
[2], we introduce the super-Green function
G(Z,Θ) on T 1|1 as follows







log |1− qn − 2πiΘδnqn|+ 1
12
Im(τ +Θδ) − log 2π
2π
).
By the same manner of supergeometric extension, one can generalize the classical Faltings invariant on the torus
m,we,mb
[1,24,27] to a superfunction F (Θ) that depends only on the odd coordinate of the supertorus
F (Θ) =− 1
2π
log |(Im(τ +Θδ))6(T ′(0, Θ; τ, δ))8|
=− 3
π
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log |Z| = 1.
3. G(Z,Θ) can be rewritten as













(2− ρqm − ρ−1qm)mqm















where B2(y) = y
2 − y+ 16 is the second Bernoulli polynomial, and the first term on the right-hand side of the
equal sign is recognized as the Néron function
l
[2].













































Proof (1) It obviously follows from the invariance of the classical Arakelov-Green function.
(2) We only need to note that
T (Z,Θ; τ, δ)
T ′(0, Θ; τ, δ)
(Z,Θ)∼(0,0)∼ Z.
Hence G(Z,Θ) (Z,Θ)∼(0,0)∼ log |Z|.
(3) Letting q = e2πi(τ+Θδ), we have the identity
∞∏
n=1
(1− ρqn)(1 − ρ−1qn) = −2πiρ
1
2 (1− ρ−1)q 18 ∏∞n=1(1− qn)3(1 − ρqn)(1 − ρ−1qn)




n=1(1 − qn)2T (Z,Θ; τ, δ)
ρ
1
2 (1− ρ−1)T ′(0, Θ; τ, δ)
,
which yields








(1− ρqn)(1− ρ−1qn)| − 2π ΘΘ̄
Im(τ +Θδ)
= log |(1− ρ)
∞∏
n=1











(4) These second-order partial derivatives can be directly calculated by means of the formula in (3). ⊓⊔
From the above proposition, we see that in order for illustrating G(Z,Θ) as a super-Green function we also
need the following proposition.
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one checks the invariance under the transformation S. Indeed, we have

























Thus the conclusion follows. ⊓⊔
Assume the odd moduli δ is valued in (Λ∞
R
)1, then the super-Poincáre extension Γ̃ of the supertranslation
group generated by the transformations
S̃ : x 7→ x+ 1, y 7→ y, t 7→ t, θ1 7→ θ1, θ2 7→ θ2,
T̃ : x+ iy 7→ x+ iy + τ + θ2δ, t 7→ t+ θ1δ, θ1 7→ θ1, θ2 7→ θ2 + δ
acts on H3|2. Hence one regards T 1|1 as the boundary of H3|2/Γ̃ , and the latter one is treated as a solid supertorus.
To avoid extra requirements on the odd moduli, we adopt the following approach of extension instead of the super-
Poincáre extension. One defines the supertorus by the equivalence relation (ρ;Θ) ∼ (qnρ;Θ+nδ) for n ∈ Z which
can be extended to H3|2 as (ρ, t;Θ) ∼ (qnρ, |q|nt;Θ+nδ). Hence one views T 1|1 as the boundary of H3|2/ ∼. For
two equivalent points P0 = (0, 1; 0) and Q0 = (0, |q|; δ) lying in H3|2, one calculates the superdistance between
P and Q in some upper half superplane CH1|1 as follows
coshd(P0, Q0) = 1 +




d(P0, Q0) = d(P0, Q0) + d1(P0, Q0)δδ̄ = log |q|+
1 + |q|
2|q|(1− |q|)δδ̄.
For a point P = (ρ,Θ) on the boundary of H3|2, there is a supergeodesic in CH1|P0P determined by the following
equations
ρ(u) = (|ρ| − iΘΘ̄e
ω(u+u0)
4 coshω(u+ u0)




[1 + tanhω(u+ u0) + isechω(u+ u0)],
ρ̄(u) = Z(u), Θ̄(u) = Θ(u),
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which joins P and P̂ = (ΘΘ̄4 , |ρ|; 1+i2 Θ). Then the superdistance between P0 and P̂ is given by
d(P0, P̂ ) = d(P0, P̂ ) + d1(P0, P̂ )ΘΘ̄ = log |ρ|+
1 + |ρ|
4|ρ|(1− |ρ|)ΘΘ̄.
Similarly, for the point P̃0 = (0, 1− |ρ|
2+1
4|ρ|(|ρ|2−1)ΘΘ̄; 0) ∈ H3|2, we have
d(P̃0, P̂ ) = log |ρ|.
As a consequence, we arrive at




























where Q = (q, Θ), P− = (1 − ρ;Θ), Qn = (1 − qnρ,Θ) and Qn− = (1 − qnρ−1, Θ) are all points lying on the
boundary of H3|2.
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